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By Jenny Xie @hello88goodbye

A Prewar One-Bedroom in Turtle Bay for $462K
and a 2015-Built Two-Bedroom

Photo: Courtesy of Allison Dubuisson/The Eklund | Gomes Team at Douglas Elliman

For under a million dollars, one can find all sorts of housing configurations: park- and
subway-adjacent studios, one-bedrooms hidden in carriage houses or former shoe factories, and
even the occasional true two-bedroom. With price drops rampant across Manhattan and
vacancies high citywide, we’re combing the market for particularly spacious, nicely renovated,
or otherwise worth-a-look apartments at various six-digit price points. This week: a king-size
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one-bedroom in Turtle Bay for $462K, a recently constructed two-bedroom in Bed-Stuy, and
more. 

King-Size Prewar One-Bedroom in Turtle Bay for $462K

142 East 49th Street Apt. 2B — Priced on the low end of one-bedroom apartments in the
neighborhood, this co-op unit is in fact asking almost $70K less than what it last sold for some
14 years ago, when home prices peaked. The apartment, which has exposed ceiling beams
throughout, is spacious: The living room measures approximately 19 by 12 feet, while the
bedroom is approximately 14 by 12 feet. Each of those rooms has two windows and the
bedroom has two closets (there are two more closets in a separate foyer). While the kitchen is a
bit tighter, it does have a window and dishwasher. The building is just a two-minute walk from
the entrance to the 6/E/M trains at E. 51st Street.

Upper East Side Apartment With a Low Monthly Maintenance for $475K
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or Sotheby’s International Realty / Digital staging by Spotless Agency.

315 East 77th Street Apt. 2G — Already among the cheapest one-bedrooms in Lenox Hill,
this apartment also has the lowest monthly fees we’ve seen in the area at just $731. The catch?
The unit will need some work, particularly in the kitchen, which currently does not have any
appliances (but oddly does retain an original dumbwaiter). Still, the bones are good, with nine-
foot ceilings, large rooms, six windows throughout, plus original inlaid hardwood floors and
wall moldings. The building also has a common roof deck. According to the listing agent,
Randall Gianopulos at Sotheby’s International Realty, the current owner moved into the
apartment in the 1950s as a renter and purchased it when the building became a co-op in 1995
— which means this unit is changing hands for the first time in over 60 years.

Riverside Drive One-Bedroom With Custom Kitchen Cabinets for $669K

https://streeteasy.com/building/315-east-77-street-new_york/2g?card=1
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own Harris Stevens.

lison Dubuisson/The Eklund | Gomes Team at Douglas Elliman.

380 Riverside Drive Apt. 7P — Last sold ten years ago, this one-bedroom is in Riverside
Drive’s Hendrik House, which was built in 1907, and was designed in the style of a Tuscan
villa. The building originally had a red-tile roof and two enormous, square roof towers, each
with Palladian arches on four sides and, right below, an oeil-de-boeuf window surrounded by
extremely ornate carved ornamentation. The red-tile roof, along with one of the roof towers,
have since been removed, but Hendrik House still stands out with tall arched windows at its
limestone base, wrought-iron balconies, and, of course, the remaining roof tower on the
southern end. The 146-unit complex also comes with the rare amenity of an underground
parking garage (though there is a lengthy wait list to get a spot).The unit itself has a large open
living space, with an updated kitchen that has bar seating for two (plus room for a dining
table) and custom storage like a tall glass-front cabinet and open shelves. The building is just
around the corner from the 110th Street 1 train station, which shares an intersection with
Westside Market and H-Mart.

2015-Built Two-Bedroom in Bed-Stuy for $865K

https://streeteasy.com/building/380-riverside-drive-new_york/7p?card=1
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169 Lexington Avenue Apt. 2 — This roughly 900-square-foot two-bedroom is one of just
four units in this six-year-old condo building right off Bedford Avenue (Pilar Cuban Eatery
and Playground Coffee Shop are around the corner going north and south, respectively). Since
each unit takes over the whole floor, it gets a wide street-facing living/dining room with a wall
of south-facing windows (plus a Juliet balcony). The open kitchen has Caesarstone
countertops, a concealed dishwasher, and plenty of counter seating. The two bedrooms in the
back of the unit are equally sized, but one of them has an en suite bathroom with a soaking
tub; the other full bathroom in the hallway just has a glass shower. There’s an in-unit
washer/dryer, plus private storage space in the basement.
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